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PAGES 2–3: A colorful shield bug
(named for the insect’s body shape)
stands guard over her tender, newly
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Thanks for writing to tell us
about your wild gardens! We
enjoyed reading about the
plants you’re growing—an
d all the
animals that visit, too! Here
are just a few of your letter
s.

nwf.org
RANGER RICK is published by the
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION

RANGER RICK STAFF

Alisha C., California

POLL INAT ION STAT ION

I have a large collection of
nectar
plants in my yard and under
my
mailbox. The but ter flies see
m
to love my garden. I see tiger
swallow tails, black swallow tai
ls, and
a few smaller but ter flies slu
rping
nectar from the flowers. Ha
wk
moths and hummingbirds visi
t, too!
Clovis B., Virginia

SHOW US!
What do you think this squiggle could
become? A bear? A crocodile? Maybe
a mystery animal? Trace or copy the
squiggle and turn it into a creature.
Then send your creation to
Ranger Rick
11100 Wildlife Center Dr.
Reston, VA 20190-5362
E-mail: rick@nwf.org
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We enjoy reading everyone’s letters, even though
All
we can publish only a few in the magazine.
ty
letters, photos, and drawings become the proper
of the National Wildlife Federation.

ART BY PHYL

I have some
amazing
flowers in
my garden.
My favorite
ones are
the daisies.
Lots of birds
stop by, too.
I always see scrub jays, and ori
oles
usually pop in during the spring
and
summer. Here’s a picture of
me with
our fountain.

LIS SAROFF

GARDEN
GIRL

SURPRISE VISITOR

We planted tomatoes in our gar
den
las t year. Soon after, we notice
d
that the leaves were disappear
ing.
Upon closer inspection, we
discovered a bright green
caterpillar eating the leaves
. It
was huge!
Elizabeth and Tyrel R., North

Carolina

SUNFLOWER POWER

We have a garden in our yar
d. It
isn’ t fancy, but animals like
it!
Las t year, we grew sunflowe
rs.
Birds would land on them and
peck the seeds. We hope to
attract more wildlife to our
garden this year.
Oliver and Quigley G., Monta
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Swine Sillies
What’s a pig’s favorite
show on television?

Squeal of Fortune.
What movie do pigs
like to watch?

Slopping Beauty.
Why do hogs visit
art museums?

They like paintings
by Pigasso.
What do you call a
soft and cuddly pig?

Ą teddy boar.

What did the pigs’
fairy godmother do?

She grunted them
three wishes.

Why do pigs go to health spas?

They like the mud baths.

WANT TO JOIN THE FUN? Send your favorite nature riddle with your full name and address to Reader Riddles; Ranger Rick;
11100 Wildlife Center Dr.; Reston, VA 20190-5362; E-mail: rick@nwf.org. We like reading all the riddles from our readers. We’re
sorry, but there’s room to print only some of them. All submissions become the property of the National Wildlife Federation.
ART BY JACK DESROCHER
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Days are slow and life is long for
Galápagos tortoises. These ancient
animals keep trekking
onward, one step
at a time.
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The Galápagos Islands are in the
Pacific Ocean off the coast of Ecuador.

The Galápagos (guh-LAHpuh-gohs) Islands (see map)
are home to a wild variety
of animals, from blue-footed
boobies to ocean-going
iguanas and even penguins.
But it’s the giant tortoises that
many people think of first.
Galápagos tortoises are the
largest tortoises in the world.

They can weigh more than
500 pounds and live to be
more than 150 years old.
At least 10 different species
call different parts of the
Galápagos Islands home.
They’ve all faced threats, and
some are already extinct.
The wrinkly tortoise in
this photo lives on a small
island called Pinzón. Life for
the Pinzón tortoises got a lot
better in 2012, when people
got rid of the island’s rats.

The rats had come with
sailors long ago. From then
on, no baby tortoises had a
chance to grow up—rats ate
them all. People helped by
collecting tortoise eggs and
raising hatchlings until they
were big enough to survive
the rats. But now, with the rats
gone, the Pinzón tortoises are
breeding on their own again.
That’s not the only good
news for Galápagos tortoises.
Read on for the latest!
7

Eat Your Greens

A mouthful of grass makes a good lunch
for this Galápagos tortoise. A peaceful
tortoise day includes lots of eating and
plenty of resting.

8

Giant tortoises crowd together to
soak in a pond on Isabela Island. These
have the dome-shaped shells that are
common on the wetter islands.

Galápagos tortoises grow to
their super size one mouthful
of plants at a time. Grass,
leaves, flowers, fruits, and
cactuses are all on the menu.
But if they have to, the tortoises can survive for a year
with no food or water!
Seems like a good
survival strategy, doesn’t it?
But it turned out to be just
the opposite for the tortoises.
After people first came to the
Galápagos Islands in 1535, ships
began stopping there. The sailors took
huge numbers of tortoises aboard to
eat them. The tortoises didn’t need to
be fed, and they provided fresh meat
during long sea journeys.
On top of that, settlers arrived and
cleared the land to grow crops. They
also brought goats, cows, dogs, pigs,
and other animals, which ate the

Endam, aperio. Quiasped
magnihiliae. Iquias doluptat et, nobis.

tortoises and their food and trampled their nests. Scientists believe
there were once around 250,000
Galápagos tortoises. But by the
1970s, only about 3,000 remained.

Domes and
Saddlebacks

The islands of the Galápagos
are quite different from each
other. Some have wetter climates
and more plants. Others are drier
and have fewer plants.
The tortoises that live on those
islands have differences, too. On
dry islands, the tortoises tend to
have “saddleback” shells. A raised
part above the tortoise’s neck
allows the tortoise to lift its head
higher and reach the fruits and
leaves of taller plants, such as the
prickly pear cactus.
On wetter islands, the tortoises’
shells are dome-shaped. These
tortoises don’t need to raise their
heads so high because they can

Male tortoises often fight over
mates or food. When they face
off, the one that can reach his
neck higher is the winner. The
tortoise on the left has a saddleback shell-see how its shape
lets his neck stretch up?

Galápagos tortoises from different
find plenty of the food they eat—
islands, some of the reptiles escaped
grass—on the ground.
and swam ashore onto Isabela. There,
Now here’s where it gets really
they mated with the native population.
interesting. On the largest island,
The result was a lot of tortoises with
Isabela, there are both domed and
parents of two different species.
saddleback tortoises. Both can
be found on the slopes of Wolf
Volcano, the highest peak in the
Goats gobble everything green,
Galápagos. Scientists think that,
leaving little for tortoises to eat.
back when sailors were collecting These and other animals brought to
the islands by people have caused
many problems for tortoises.

It’s the ride of a
lifetime for these
two tortoises!
The helicopter is
taking them from
their home in the
wild to a breeding
center on a
nearby island.

Su
c

By the 1960s, goats had eaten so much
of the vegetation on Española Island
that only 15 tortoises were left:
13 females and just two males.
Scientists started a breeding
program to try to increase
the population. The San
Diego Zoo sent another male
(right) that had already spent
40 years in captivity. He was
named Diego, and he turned
out to be a breeding star: He
became the father of about
900 new hatchlings! The
goats were removed, and the
Española breeding program
was a success. In 2020, Diego
and the other tortoises got to
“retire” and return to the wild.
When Diego finally went home, he
had been away for 80 years!
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Tortoises Lost
and Found
Scientists wanted to know more
about the different kinds of tortoises
at Wolf Volcano. So they went on a
big expedition to the steep slopes of
the volcano. They took blood samples from as many tortoises as they
could track down. Then they used
the blood for tests to learn about the
tortoises’ ancestors.
They found something very exciting. Many of the saddleback tortoises
at Wolf Volcano have ancestors from
two species that they feared were
gone forever! One is the
Floreana tortoise,
which was thought
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Galápagos park
wardens measure
wild tortoises and
scan them for
electronic ID tags.

to be extinct 150 years ago.
The other is the Pinta tortoise.
A single male, called Lonesome
George, was believed to be the
word’s last Pinta tortoise when
he died in 2012 around the
age of 100.
Scientists have now moved
some of these tortoises from
Wolf Volcano to a breeding center on Santa Cruz Island. Many

At a breeding center, the
scientist above measures a
hatchling. Eggs and baby
tortoises (right
right) are carefully
tended. When the tortoises are big
enough to survive on their own, they
will be released on their home islands.

years from now, if the program
is successful, new generations
of these tortoises may go back
to Floreana and Pinta islands.
The total number of
Galápagos tortoises is now
up to about 20,000—still a
lot fewer than before people
came to the islands, but a lot
more than the low point. Keep
trekking, tortoises—slow and
steady wins the race! =

by Anne Cissel
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APOPO/GTPHOTO (12T, 12B); PHOTO
COURTESY OF THE GLORIA BARRON
PRIZE (13) BIRD ART BY ALEXANDRA
BOWMAN; BEE ART BY DANIELLE JONES

In Cambodia, a country in Asia,
people buried landmines during
wars that took place many years
ago. Landmines are explosives
that go off if someone walks
or drives over them. And even
though the wars are over, many
mines still exist there.
Luckily, people are working
to remove them all. And not just
people! Recently, a giant pouched
rat received a big award for finding these hidden explosives. His
name is Magawa, and he was
trained to sniff out one of the
chemicals found in the landmines.
He is one hard-working rat: He

12

has discovered 39
landmines and
28 other types
of explosives during his career.
At more than two feet in
length, Magawa is much bigger
than your average rat. But he’s
still light enough that he does
not trigger landmines if he walks
over them. (Thank goodness!)
Magawa and other trained rats
can search a field the size of a
tennis court in just 30 minutes. It

would take a person with a metal
detector up to four days.
In 2020, PDSA, an animal welfare group, gave Magawa a gold
medal for his work. In the past, 30
animals have received this award,
but this is the first rat. Good timing: According to the Chinese
calendar, 2020 was the Year
of the Rat!

Scarlett’s Superstars
Kids like you can make a
difference for wildlife and
the environment. Meet
more inspiring young
heroes at RangerRick.org/
superstars.

Do you have a story to share about
helping wildlife and the environment?
@nwf.org. We love
Email us at buzz@
hearing everyone’s stories, but we are
able to feature only a few of them. All
submissions become the property of the
National Wildlife Federation.
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Robin Perkins, an electronic music composer from
England, wanted to help endangered birds. So he
asked musicians all over the world to get creative!
They took audio clips of the songs of birds that
could become extinct. And then they mixed the
clips into new pieces of electronic music.
He has two albums out now: A Guide to the
Birdsong of Mexico, Central America and the
Caribbean and A Guide to the Birdsong of South America. All the money
Robin makes from the albums goes
to groups working to save these birds.
Robin’s connection to birds goes even further:
Not only is his first name a type of bird, but guess
what he uses as his stage name? El Búho, which is
Spanish for “the Owl”!

HEAR IT!

Inspiring Kids to Act
When Kate Gilman Williams was 7 years old, her
family took her on a safari in Africa. She was amazed
by the rhinos, elephants, and other animals she saw.
She learned that many of them struggle to survive when
people take over their habitat. Illegal hunting is another
threat to these majestic animals. Kate knew she had to
do something.
When she returned to her home in Austin, Texas, Kate
began emailing with her safari guide, Michelle Campbell.
They decided to write a book for kids together. The book,
Let’s Go on Safari, was published in 2019. Kate hopes it
will inspire other kids to work to save wild animals. All the
profits from the book sales go to wildlife groups. So far,
Kate has donated more than $12,000!
In January 2020, Kate learned about the horrible
wildfires in Australia. She started a campaign called
Quarters for Koalas and raised more than $6,000 to help
care for animals injured in the fires. She was honored
with a Gloria Barron Prize for Young Heroes, as well as
many other awards. Find out more about Kate’s work at
kidscansaveanimals.com.
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by Anne Cissel
photos by Kevin Schafer

Meet Ranger Rick’s
tropical cousins that
need a helping hand
to survive.

UNITED STATES

Cozumel

MEXICO
Caribbean
Sea

The pygmy (PIG-mee) raccoon
looks a lot like the raccoons
you might see in your neighborhood. Check out that dark
mask around the eyes. It’s also
got a pointed, whiskered nose
and a long, striped tail.
One big difference is right
there in its name. “Pygmy”
means small, and this type
of raccoon is about half the
size of the kind that lives in
the United States. Also, in
the picture, you can spot
another difference: It sports
a reddish tail.
But what really sets pygmy
raccoons apart is how rare
they are. Millions of the larger
raccoons live in the United
States. But there are only
around 300 pygmy raccoons
left in the wild. And they all live
on Cozumel (koh-zuh-MEL), an
island off the east coast of Mexico
(see map). Turn the page to get
a closer look at these cute island
mammals.
15

Pygmy raccoons
make their home in
the tropical forest
on Cozumel.

ISLAND LIFE
Tourists flock to
Cozumel to enjoy the
beautiful beaches. But
most vacationers don’t
realize that pygmy
raccoons live on the
island, too.
A pygmy raccoon
weighs between 6 and
9 pounds—about the
same as a newborn
human baby! These
small mammals hunt
in sandy wetlands or
in mangrove swamps.
(Mangroves are tropical trees that grow in
salty water.) Though
the raccoons eat fruits,
leaves, lizards, frogs,
16

and insects, they love
crabs the most. Pygmy
raccoons are nocturnal
(nok-TUR-nuhl), which
means they’re active
mainly at night. During
the heat of the day, they
rest up in trees.
Like all raccoons,
pygmy raccoons are
expert climbers. What
makes them so good?
It’s all about those
front paws. The word
raccoon comes from a
Native American word
that means “animal
that scratches with its
hands.” In fact, a raccoon’s unusual front
paws are a lot like

This little guy is looking for a tasty treat in
the water. A crab will do the trick! (circle)

This raccoon is drinking
from a rain puddle. There
aren’t many sources of
fresh water on the island.

people’s hands. Each
paw has five long
“fingers” with claws
that give the animal
a firm grip. That
grip is not only
great for climbing
but also for prying
crabs out of their shells.
The paws’ padding
gives the animal a
strong sense of touch.
A raccoon can feel
things so well that its
paws are almost like a
second set of eyes. Scientists have discovered
that raccoon paws are
even more sensitive
when wet. This is why
you sometimes see
raccoons “washing”
their food. They aren’t
really washing it; they
are “looking” at it more
closely.

Trees are natural resting places for pygmy
raccoons. Do you see TWO raccoons in this
tree?

Feeding the raccoons
snacks isn’t good for
them (left). The sign
above warns drivers to
look out for raccoons
crossing the road.

CHALLENGES
Trash and other pollution on the island damage
the raccoons’ habitat.

18

Cozumel may be paradise for tourists, but,
for pygmy raccoons, life
is no picnic. In fact, the
little animals are critically endangered. People keep building more
resorts on the island,
destroying the forests
and wetlands. Trash
and other pollution
damage the land that is
left. Sometimes, when
the raccoons try to
cross the island’s roads,
they are hit by cars
and trucks. Because
people feed them, the
raccoons have become
fearless and beg for

food. But human food
isn’t healthy for the
raccoons.
Animals that don’t
naturally belong to the
island also threaten
the raccoons. Large
snakes called boa
constrictors were set
free there, probably by
people who no longer
wanted them as pets.
The snakes can now
be found all over the
island, and they eat
the raccoons! Also, pet
cats and dogs that have
become feral, or wild,
roam the island and
spread diseases to the
raccoons.

This curious raccoon
reaches a sandy
paw inside the
photographer’s car.

PEOPLE
HELPING
There are many different ways people are
trying to help pygmy
raccoons. One way is
by keeping some areas
of the island wild. The
people of Cozumel
have also passed laws
that protect the raccoons and other island
wildlife.
One of the most
important ways to help
the pygmy raccoons
is by teaching local
people about them.
Because the pygmy
raccoons look so much
like the bigger, more

common raccoons,
some people assume
there are plenty of
them. People also
might think of them as
pests when the raccoons get too close to
homes and businesses.
Scientists are spreading the word about the
dangers the raccoons
face. The more people
learn about these special creatures, the more
likely they are to want
to save them. And that
is good news for our
furry little friends! =
A teacher in an elementary school in Cozumel
shares a picture of a pygmy raccoon.
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This poor guy suffers from a case of
mistaken identity.
LOTS OF PEOPLE would look at this
animal and think it’s a manatee. Maybe
you did, too. But this manatee lookalike is
actually a dugong.
There’s a reason that dugongs look a
lot like manatees: The two are cousins!
But dugongs live in the Pacific and
Indian oceans (see map), nowhere
near any manatees.
Keep reading to find out what
makes a dugong a dugong . . . and not
a manatee!
ASIA

Pacific
Ocean

AFRICA

Indian
Ocean
AUSTRALIA

where dugongs live
21

WHO'S
WHO?
The easiest way to
identify a dugong is to
look at its tail. A manatee has a rounded tail,
while a dugong’s tail
looks like a whale’s. Another easy-to-see difference is that a manatee
has nails on its flippers
and a dugong doesn’t.

CHOW
TIME
Unlike manatees,
which can live in
both the salty ocean
and in freshwater
rivers, dugongs stay
in shallow areas of

22

the ocean. They swim
along, grazing in
seagrass “meadows”
on the ocean bottom.
That’s why they are
often called “sea
cows.”
Dugongs eat seagrass for breakfast,
lunch, dinner, and
even midnight snacks!
Using sensitive bristles
on their lips to find
food, they can gobble
up to 80 pounds a
day. A dugong’s snout
faces downward to
help it dig up seagrass

no nails

DUGONG

tail like a
whale’s

nails
rounded
tail

MANATEE
A dugong
sometimes uses
its front flippers
to “walk” along
as it grazes on
seagrass.

as it moves along.
And its teeth are flat
and peg-like, good for
crushing food against
hard plates inside the
dugong’s mouth.

When a dugong
swims along looking for food, it often
has company: small,
hungry fishes. As
the dugong snuffles

through the sand pulling out seagrass, the
little fishes feed on
tiny creatures that are
stirred up.

ALEXANDER MUSTARD (22); DOUG PERRINE/BLUE PLANET ARCHIVE (22T, 23B); DAVID B. FLEETHAM/BLUE PLANET ARCHIVE (23T)

Dugongs
often hang out
together.

WATCH IT!
23

TAKE A
BREATH
Dugongs are mammals, which means
that they have to come
up to the surface every
few minutes to breathe
air. The longest they
can stay underwater
is 12 minutes. While
they’re under, they’re
able to shut their nostrils to keep water out.
Dugongs may swim
alone or in small
groups, but sometimes they’ll gather
in herds of hundreds.
They “talk” to each
other using sounds
such as chirps,
whistles, or barks.

24

BIG BABY
A dugong mom
usually gives birth to
one calf at a time. A

newborn calf is about
as long as you are tall!
It feeds on milk from
a nipple behind each
of its mom’s flippers.

BEN CROPP PRODUCTIONS/BLUE PLANET ARCHIVE (24T); ETHAN DANIELS/BLUE PLANET ARCHIVE (24B); ALEXANDER MUSTARD (25)

Plastic trash (above)
that ends up in
seagrass meadows
can be accidentally
swallowed by dugongs.
That could sicken or
even kill them.

Baby dugongs
are mini-models
of their parents.

The baby usually stays
pretty close to its mom,
sometimes even riding
on her back!

BAD NEWS
Dugongs don’t have
many predators, though
they sometimes may
be attacked by large
sharks, crocodiles, or
killer whales. Humans
are a far bigger threat.
For thousands of years,
people hunted dugongs
for their meat and other
parts. Hunting dugongs

is now illegal in places
where they are threatened, but some hunting
still happens. Much
worse, people are
damaging dugongs’
seagrass habitat by
building along the
coasts and polluting
the coastal waters.
Dugongs can accidentally get caught in
fishing nets or be hit by
boats. All these things
have caused their
numbers to go down in
most areas.

But people are working to help dugongs.
They’ve banned fishing
nets in some areas,
and they’re trying to
teach boaters to go
slowly in places where
dugongs live. Most
importantly, they’re
trying to save seagrass
meadows that dugongs
need to survive.
With a little luck and
a lot of help, dugongs
will keep swimming
and munching their
way through life. =

A small fish waits to
gobble up some tiny
stirred-up creatures
as this dugong
searches for
food.
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The Big BioBlitz

STORY BY KATHY KRANKING; ART BY THE CHARACTERSHOP
It’s an exciting day in Deep Green Wood. Ranger Rick Raccoon,
Scarlett Fox, and all their friends are holding a BioBlitz! They’re
going to count as many different living things as they can find.
Thanks for
coming, everyone!
I think we’re going
to have a lot
of fun.

Boomer Badger and Scooter Squirrel
think the BioBlitz is a competition.
I can’t wait
to get started.
I’m going to find
more than
anyone.

A BioBlitz is
like a scavenger
hunt for plants
and animals!

As you all
know, the purpose
of a BioBlitz is to
count as many different
kinds of living things
as you can in a
short time.

OK, time
to start.

Good luck,
everyone!

Anyone
but ME, you
mean.

Wow! I never
thought about
how many living things
there are all around us.
Let’s see…there’s a pine
tree, a cardinal, a bee
flying by…

Hey, I can
count my house—
it’s an oak tree!
And I hear a
chickadee!

All the animals begin their hunts.
Everywhere they look, there are
more things to write down!
Reggie Otter heads to
the place he knows best.

Meanwhile, Boomer is having an
adventure of his own.

Ah, this
is the life. I can
count species
and take a swim at
the same time!

Wow—I have
so many things
on my list! I’ll beat
Scooter for
sure!

Let’s see,
I saw a painted
turtle, a bunch
of cattails,
and…

Whoa—two
for one! A bald
eagle catching a
trout. Awesome!
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Hmm…
that paper
looks like a
snack wrapper
to me.

Yuck—
nothin’ tasty
here!

Oh, no!
I’ll never have a
chance of beating
Scooter—PANT,
PANT—unless I get
that list back!

Hey!
Come back
with that!

Got it!
What a
relief!
C-R-O-W.
Whew, got
that one the
hard way!

Not far away, Scooter
is out on a limb!
That
sounds like
Scooter!

I thought I
saw a beetle!
Where’d it
go?

Aagh!
Help!
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Boomer follows Scooter’s
voice to the river, where he sees
his friend being swept toward
some dangerous rapids!

I’ll
save you,
Scooter!

Help!

I knew this
butterfly net
would come in
handy!

Gotcha!

A bit later, back at the starting point…
OK, time
to start tallying
our lists! I found
75 species.

I spotted
80!

Eek!
What’s
that?

Huh?
A tie?

I have 93
species!

A spotted
salamander! It
must have come
from the river. That
gives me one more
species. I win!

Aww,
man.

Or maybe
it’s still a tie,
Boomer. After all,
your net caught
the biggest “butterfly” ever!

RANGER RICK’s
FIELD NOTES

a BioBlitz, people gather to
• Incount
all the species they can

•
•
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find in a certain area, such as a
park. They usually spend 24
hours searching for and writing
down species, and then put their
lists together at the end.
A BioBlitz can be a way of finding
rare or unknown species in an
area. Once one of those is found,
people can then work together
to protect it.
A BioBlitz is also a great way
to keep track of other, more
common species in an area—and
be sure their numbers aren’t
going down.
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How well do you know insects? Test your
knowledge with this matching game.

B
,
G
U
B
A
M AM

Mama
Bugs
30
30

6

ROSS HODDINOTT/NATUREPL.COM (1); NOPPADOL
PAOTHONG (2); LYNN M. STONE/NATUREPL.COM (3);
NIGEL CATTLIN/FLPA/MINDEN PICTURES (4); STÉPHANE
VITZHUM/BIOSPHOTO (5); LARRY WEST/SCIENCE
SOURCE (6); LARRY WEST/FLPA/MINDEN PICTURES (7) >

1

Did anyone ever tell
you that you look a lot
like your mom or your
dad? Well, in the insect
world, kids may look
nothing at all like their
parents.
Let’s see how good
you are at matching the
adult insects on these
two pages with their
younger versions on
the next two pages.

G
U
B
Y
B
BA
by Ellen Lambeth

2

3
4

5

7

It’s possible that
some of these adults
are dads instead
of moms.

Some people
call any creepycrawly a “bug.” But
only certain insects (such
as stink bugs, cicadas, and
leafhoppers) are
true bugs.

Turn the
page to find
the babies.
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Baby
Bugs

A

D

C
Insects such
as flies, ants, and
moths hatch out as
worm-like young
called larvae.

F
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B

MARTIN DOHRN/NATUREPL.COM (A) > ; DOUG WECHSLER/NATUREPL.COM (B);
WARWICK SLOSS/NATUREPL.COM (C); MARTIN SHIELDS/SCIENCE SOURCE (D);
JAN HAMRSKY/NATUREPL.COM (E) > ; SAMUEL DHIER/SCIENCE SOURCE (F);
DWIGHT KUHN (G) >

Insects
such as dragonflies,
grasshoppers, and
true bugs hatch out
as nymphs.

E

G
Answers on
next page.
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Answer s

Insect Life Cycle
1-E damselfly and nymph

2-D periodical cicada and nymph

3-B spicebush swallowtail
and caterpillar (larva)

4-C house fly and
maggots (larvae)

5-F lady beetle
(“ladybug”) and larva

When a mammal (like you) is born, it
comes out looking like a mini adult
and then gradually grows into a fullsized one. Insects hatch from eggs.
Then they change as they grow up,
too. It’s a process called metamorphosis (met-uh-MOR-fuh-suss).
Some insects start life as
larvae (LAR-vee).
egg
			
A larva grows
for a while
larva
and then
becomes
pupa
a pupa
(PYOO-puh).
An adult later
adult
emerges from
the pupa. This is
complete metamorphosis (above).
Other insects start life as
immatures called nymphs (NIMFS).
As a nymph grows, it sheds its
skin many times. Then it sheds
one last time to become an adult.
This is incomplete metamorphosis
(below). =
egg
nymph

6-G ant and larvae

7-A mosquito and larvae
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A moth pupa
is inside a cocoon.
A butterfly pupa
is inside a chrysalis
(KRIS-uh-luss).

adult

SEE PAGES 30 AND 33 FOR PHOTO CREDITS;
ART BY PHYLLIS SAROFF

Why do frogs “talk”
so much?
Hannah B., South Carolina

In the spring and early summer,
it’s a good bet you’re hearing
male frogs (or toads). Most of
the “talking” is their way of
attracting females or telling
other males, “Stay away! This
is my space!”
Males of certain
species, such as
green frogs and
bullfrogs, really don’t
like rivals moving in on
them. If one ignores another’s
warning calls and comes too
close, the two may end up in a
wrestling match. Treefrog males
are usually more laid back. By
using their calls, they space
themselves out in an area—
without getting into fights.

Should I keep feeding birds
after winter?
Francis K., New York

You can if you want to, but the
birds won’t starve if you stop.
Whatever the season, the food
you put out isn’t the birds’ main

meal. Still, feeders may provide
a boost to some springtime
migrating birds. These treats
help them pack on muchneeded fat so they have the
energy to continue on their
way. But most of the time, bird
feeding is just a treat—for both
birds AND people.

Do insects have noses?
Bailey H., North Carolina

No, they don’t. But some do
have snouts, beaks, or pointed
mouthparts that look a bit
like noses.

So, how do insects breathe
and smell? They breathe
through spiracles (SPEER-uhkulz), which are tiny holes on
the sides of their bodies. (You
might check these out with a
magnifying glass sometime.)
And they smell with their
antennae (an-TEN-ee)!

Got a Question?
If you have a puzzling nature
question that you can’t find an
answer to, send it to me at
Ask Scarlett
c/o Ranger Rick
11100 Wildlife Center Drive
Reston, VA 20190-5362
Email: rick@nwf.org
We like reading all your questions, but
we can answer only a few of them. All
submissions become the property of the
National Wildlife Federation.

ART BY DEBBIE PALEN
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by Deborah Zemke
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A BURROWING
OWLS

ART BY
JACK DESROCHER

GAMES BY
MICHELE REYZER

C PRAIRIE DOGS

B BADGER

D DRAGONFLIES

AMERICAN
E BISON

When you unscramble the silly
phrases below, you’ll come up with the
names of these animals that live in
the grasslands, or prairies, of North
America. Can you match them up?
The first one is done for you.

H
MULE
DEER

G RATTLESNAKE

F
PRAIRIE
CHICKENS

X-RAY

___ 3. LOW
BURRO WINGS

___ 4. I HEAR
PICNICKERS

___ 5. LET
ANTS RAKE

___ 2. SLED IN
A FROG

C 1. PIG RIDES OAR
___
___ 6. GAR BED

___ 7. ELDER
EMU

___ 8. CAIMAN
IN ROBES

This isn’t your typical mouse! It’s a carnivorous hunter that eats
insects—and it preys on other small rodents, too! Solve the
equation to learn its name.

– PE +

– E +

– ZI =

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ mouse
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Swift foxes are speedy when they’re chasing
dinner or escaping enemies. (That’s how they got their name!)
But they’re also pretty small. To find out their size:
1 Cross off the letters
that appear three
times in the blocks.

2 Now write the leftover letters in order (from
left to right and top to bottom) on the lines below.
A swift fox is about the size of a

___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Oh, no—someone snipped
this pronghorn’s picture in
half. Can you put it back
together? Find the correct
right half to match its left
half. _______

A

32
68
40
11
48
81
100
17
38

89
24
19
36
72
55
12
28

B

___ ___ ___ .

C

D

E

F

A pronghorn is the fastest land
mammal on the prairie—and in
North America! Follow the clues to discover
just how fast this super sprinter can run.

BONUS

Find the track number that is . . .
• greater than 20
• less than 60
• an odd number
______ miles per hour

11 12 1
2
10
3
9
4
8
7 6 5

The prairie chicken dance party
started at 3:00. Use the clues to
answer the questions below.
Chico

CLUES
•
•
•
•
•

Chester arrived at 2:30.
Charlie got there an hour early.
Chantal showed up an hour after Chester.
Chico came to the party 30 minutes after Charlie.
Charlotte arrived a half-hour before Chantal.
Chester

Chantal

Charlotte
Charlie

Nature Note

1. Who arrived late? ________
2. Who got there right on time? ________
3. Which two showed up at the same time?
________ and ________

other, they

“kiss”

Home on the Range:
1-C, 2-D, 3-A, 4-F,
5-G, 6-B, 7-H, 8-E

they

Little Mouse on the
Prairie: grasshopper
mouse

scehs
tnoou
et.
me

dogs

Fox Blocks: house cat

y
ma

again.

Pronghorn Portrait: E
BONUS: 55 miles
per hour

Copy the words
from each jigsaw
piece to where they
fit in the puzzle.
Then read the
message from left
to right and top to
bottom to learn a
fun fact about
prairie dogs.
h
eac
e
z
i
ogn
rec

Pra
irie
whe
n

Chicken Dance:
1-Chantal,
2-Charlotte,
3-Chester and
Chico

If they

Prairie Dog Puzzle:
Prairie dogs touch
noses when they
meet. If they
recognize each
other, they may
“kiss” again.

n
toouscehs

Male prairie chickens
impress females with their
special dance. They spread their
feathers, inflate their throat
sacs, hoot, and strut!
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You can talk to Ranger Rick!
Visit RangerRick.org/
submit-a-video
to find out how.

Aw, Ma!
Cut it out!
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